Red Mountain Alpine Lodge- Temporary Special Use application
E. (1). Detailed Written Narrative
Red Mountain Alpine Lodge currently has a Special Use Permit to operate as a
commercial B&B and has a Tavern (liquor) License from the state and County.
We are requesting a temporary special use permit to allow us to operate as a
wedding venue for small weddings of 50 guests or less on the grounds of the
existing Red Mountain Alpine Lodge (“RMAL”). The proposed use will require
no additional improvements other than an occasional party tent type structure that
would be erected for a particular event and then taken down after the event. If
utilized, a tent can be erected in the “meadow” shown on the attached map. This
area is at the back of the property, can’t be seen from Highway 550 or CR 31 and
is an ideal location for ceremonies and receptions with spectacular views of the
mountains. The existing yoga platform in the same meadow (on non-permanent
foundations) may also be used. Portable trailer mounted bathrooms will be
brought in for guest use during events and removed after each event.
If approved, we would offer the location for weddings during the months of May
through October. Our operating plan will be for the wedding party to stay at the
Lodge overnight and day guests will be shuttled to and from the ceremony and
reception from town by commercial transport. This will be a requirement as we do
not have sufficient parking for all guests and for the safety of guests (not driving
Highway 550 before or after a reception).
(2) The proposed use will not create undue danger in surrounding areas, will
not cause water pollution and will not create unreasonable amounts of
offensive noise, vibration, smoke, dust, odors, heat, glare or other
objectionable influences beyond the boundaries of the property on which such
use is located.
Our proposed use will not cause any water pollution or unreasonable amounts of
noise, smoke dust, etc. There is not another structure with ½ mile of our location.
All trash and catering items will be removed for cleaning in the caterer’s kitchen
off premises. All parking areas are graveled, and the walking paths are covered in
wood chips so no dust or soil damage will occur.

(3) The proposed use has legal access; potable water, sewage disposal and all
other utilities necessary to serve the proposed use.
Our site has legal access from CR 31. The use of commercial shuttlebuses will
minimize any traffic impact. CR 31 is heavily travelled by jeeps. ATVs and
motorcycles in the summer. We have our own water well, septic and solar electric
system. Our septic was not designed for 50 guests so we will require the use of
trailer mounted portable bathrooms for wedding guests.
(4) The proposed use will comply, if applicable, with the provisions of the
Visual Impact Regulations found in Section 9 of this Code.
The area proposed for wedding events can’t be seen from Highway 550 or CR31.
(5) The proposed use will not unreasonably impact wildlife or significant
wildlife habitat.
The proposed area is already part of a commercial lodge and is very small. Most
of the area wildlife spends the summer months in the higher alpine areas.
(6) The proposed use will not alter, restrict, inhibit or interfere with historic
irrigation practices, headgates, ditches and ditch rights-of-way.
The proposed use will not interfere with any of the above items.
(7) The proposed use is not located within any area subject to identified
geohazards, including, but not limited to rockfall areas, avalanches, landslide,
potentially unstable slopes, slopes greater than 30 percent, alluvial fans,
colluvial slopes, talus slopes, shale, faults, expansive soils or ground
subsidence.
The proposed use is not within any of the defined areas above. This was
previously determined during the Special Use approval process.
(8) The proposed use/property has no known chemical or other
contamination. If the property is contaminated, a mitigation plan must be
presented that would satisfactorily resolve the contamination.
The property has no known contamination. This was previously determined during
the Special Use approval process.

(9) The proposed use is compatible with the community character and
surrounding land uses within the area for which the request is being
proposed.
The proposed use is temporary in nature. Small mountainside outdoor wedding
events lasting a few hours at an established commercial facility are a good fit with
the other recreational uses in the area. It is certainly much lower impact than the
dozens of Jeeps, ATVs and motorcycles on adjacent CR 31.
(10) Statements addressing any potential material adverse effect on the
surrounding area.
The proposed use will have no material adverse effect on the area. The location of
events is isolated, and they will each only last a few hours.
(11) Statements addressing any possible impacts on existing infrastructure
beyond what would be created by a use by right.
The only impact of the use is a few additional vehicle trips on the day of the event.
CR 31 is already heavily travelled by jeep, ATV and motorcycle traffic and any
potential impact will be de minimus.
(12) N/A
(13) N/A
(14) Weed mitigation and/or revegetation plan shall be required if applicable.
No soil will be disturbed by the proposed use.
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